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Variety of
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at student
budgets
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Imhoff said. "I guess how I acted
was very honored and privileged,
and very humbled for sure."
Several leadership roles have
aided Imhoff and Steinke in
being chosen as trustees. While at
the University, Imhoff was a
member of Chi Omega sorority,
USG and Omicron Delta Kappa.
She served on the board of
trustees for the Young Women's
Christian
Association
of
TRUSTEES, PAGE 3

TUITION, PAGE 2
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STAFF REPORTER

The average tuition fees for instate residents at public four-year
colleges across the country have
increased 9 percent in the last
year alone according to a study
done bv the College Hoard in New
York
Linda Hamilton, the director of
budgeting at the University, said
thai this increase comes from
suffering state budgets around
the country resulting in a need for
more money from other sources.
"The biggest tiling that's driving the increases now is the lack
of state support," Hamilton said.
"Back in the early 70s, the state
provided 60 percent of the cost of
education. They are now providing 40 percent, so that means students have to pick up a kuga
share."
Hamilton said that tuition ai
the University has increased 45
percent from 1990 to 2(XXi in
inflation-adjusted dollars, much
higher than the 13 percent
increase in tuition from 1980 to
1990. She said that along with a
decrease in state support comes
an increase in the need for new
computers and other up-to- date
technology, which has led to larger tuition increases in recent
years.
"|Colleges| always have to be
on the cutting edge," Hamilton
said. "We have to have to newest
(technology! in training the
future leaders."
In addition to the increase in
tuition, there has been an
increase in financial aid given.
According to The College Board,
nearly 60 percent of undergraduate students receive financial aid
across the country.
However, about 65 percent of
the students at the University
receive some form of financial
aid. Craig (j»rneU, director of student financial aid at the
University, said that during the
last academic year. $135 million
was given to BGSU snidents for
financial aid. He said that over the
past decade, the amount of grant
aid given out across the country
has nearly tripled.
"|The amount of aid givenl was
$34 billion in '92-'&3, and now its
S105 billion." Cornell said. "That's
a pretty significant increase."
But according to Cornell, the
number of students receiving
financial aid at the University has
remained relatively stable in
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Taft appoints new trustees to Bowling Green
By Nicole Delisio
NEWS EDIIO!

The Univeriity's board of
trustees gained two valuable
members when Stephanie
Imhoffand Korine Steinke began
their terms May 24.
Imhoff, a University graduate,
and Steinke, assistant to the
director of the Higher Education
and Student Affairs program,
were appointed by Gov. Bob Taft
in mid-May to fill vacant tnistee
spots.

Imhoff was appointed to a
nine-year term as a regular voting
member. Steinke was assigned a
two-year graduate trustee term.
For Linda Dobb, secretary to
the board of trustees, Imhoffand
Steinke will be welcome additions to the board.
"It's always nice when we have
people who come from different
points of view and different experiences who work on the board,"
Dobb said.
After interviewing possible

graduate trustees, Dobb sent a
list of five candidates to the governor, from which Steinke was
selected.
According lo Dobb, the selection of regular voting members
differs from that of the graduate
trustee.
"With the regular voting members, the board of trustees itself
works with the president of ihe
University," Dobb said. "The governor makes the decision."
The appointment to the board

of trustees broughl excitement to
both women. For Steinke, the
announcement added a positive
note to the end of the school year.
"I was really excited," Steinke
said. "It was a very pleasant surprise at the end of the term."
Imhoff expressed the same
excitement. Her husband is also a
University graduate, and her
appointment will allow her to
give back to the University.
"I've always cared about the
community and giving back,"

LOCAL B USINESS 0 F THE

WEEK

Alumni company shows positive signs
Local company caters to
University and other local
businesses.
By Dana Yonke
Still REPORTER

After its second year in Bowling Green, Sign
Me Up has given the city a lot to look at.
University alumni Mike Nole and his
employees at Sign Me up are dedicated to
maldng Bowling Green businesses look good.
Nole has had a history of making signs. His
interest started when he had a job servicing
signs, then learned how to build them himself. Nole graduated with a degree in technol-

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

ogy which allowed him to take hLs interest in
sign making and open his own sign shop.
The five employees at Sign Me Up all play a
role in creating the signs that arc seen around
town. The graphics department creates the
design and does most of the work on the computer, and then the fabrication department
builds ihr sign and actually puts it together.
Sign Me Up does all of the woik right in
their Bowling Green store. From creating a
logo on the computer to actually building the
sign, it all happens in town. Nole said, "We are
truly a custom shop." They work with the
businesses in order to make sure that the customer is satisfied.
"We are a one stop shop for someone start-

«""*

ing a small business or looking to improve
their business," Nole said.
He defined a sign as, "A communication
device whose message services the location."
The sign does the talking for the busines s.
Nextel reported to Sign Me Up after they
bought new signs from the shop and found
their business significantly improved.
Sign Me Up, located on Route 25 past the
mall, has done many local area business' signs
and logos. Thank the crew at Sign Me Up for
creating the University's new soccer and softMJladaBGNn
ball signs that are now up. And soon a 40-foot
STANDING
OUT:
Sign
Me
tip's
work
is
displayed
at
Cochrene
field.
baseball sign will be on display. They also creSI6N ME UP, PAGE 2

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

Partly
Goudy

High: 73'
Low: 49"

-ft!

■I

Sign Me Up has also catered to Beartooth Mountaineering, Nate and
Wally's Fishbowl and Lifestyles for Ladies Only.

Mostly
Sunny

High: 78"
Love 56'

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BfiNEWS.COM

SUNDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High: 77"
Low. 60"

Scattered I Ugh: 79"
T-storms Low. 58"
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Bowling Green
gets signed up
SIGN ME UP. FROM PAGE 1

and
the
Beartooth
Mountaineering and Nate and
Wailys awuinjjs.
"jhi' creative team al Sinn Me
Up works together very well,"
Note said "Success lias come
through teamwork, and there arc
always new challenges and ways
to get through them."
sign Me Up also offers screenprinting lor student organizations and businesses, rfiej are
interested In servicing campus
organizations and would like to
do more work with Student

groups,

"I lavingaclearand easy to spot
sign for a business can make a big
dilleremc. I'liey work for you 24
hours a day and can significantly
improve business. No one can
find you if you don't have a good
sign," Nole said.
Sign Me Up also gives back to
die community; they donate
monthly to local charities such as
Habitat for Humanity, the

American Cancer Society, the BG
Christian lixxl Pantry, and the
Wood County Agriculture Society.

Colprit made chair
of Music Education
By Mandy LinrJ
S1AM RIPORHR

Elaine Colprit has been
appointed chairman of Howling

Green State University's Music
Education Department said
Richard kennell, dean of the
College of Musical Arts.
Colprit is an associate professor of string education and has
been with the department for It)
years
"I think thai as a 10-year member ol the education department,
she has good perspective on the
challenges ol die profession. She

hastier) em Iting ideas on moving
this department ahead," Kennell
said.
Colprit will replace Victor
lung, who has served as chair ol
tlie Music Education Department
for the past two years. Fung says
he is stepping down from the
position to join the School of

Music at the University of South
Florida as Professoi ol Musi,
Education. I lowever, for his successor, lung >,a\- he's content
with the department's choice.
V-

Starbucks moves forward
By Matt Clark
SUrf BrPOBTER

T1ie contract has been signed, and the
Starbucks flag will soon be raised in the
union.
That, and many other changes to
University Dining Service's options, including
the reopening of a snack shop in the
I larshmanQuadrangle, will be made over the
next year.
Starbucks, an international chain of retail
stores that offers high-quality whole bean
coffees, espresso drinks, confectionaries,
liastries. and coffee-related accessories and
equipment, opened its first store in 197I in
Seattle. Washington. Its name comes from a
character in the I Icrman Melville novel Moby
Dick.
Its newest store will be opening in the current location of the Carnation Caff; in the
Union sometime next school year. The franchise will lie owned by the University.
"Best case we're looking at fall break, worst
case we're looking at winter break." Gail
linan, Director of University Dining Services
said of the expected timeline for the store's
opening.
However, residents of the I larshman
Quadrangle should be able to purchase food
from an ice cream sweetshop located in the
space previously occupied by the Galley
snack bar when classes begin in the fall.
The idea for the sweetshop is in response
to a lack of dining options for llarshman residents.
Since llarshman is a freestanding building, there does need to be some sort of a

"I in sure she will just do a great
job," I ung said.
Colprit has received a bachelor's in music education from
Wheaton College, a master's in
performance from the Cleveland
institute ol Music and a I'h.l). in
music education from the
University of Texas at Austin.
In addition to being a former
puhlii- school siring teacher and
cello instructor, Colprit has also
performed extensively In orchestral and musical settings and has
had articles published in the TUITION, FROM PAGE 1
"Journal of Research in Music recent years. He said the main
Education" and the "Bulletin of factor is the rising tuition.
the Council for Research in Music
"The tuition has increased so
i duration",
those that are borrowing money,
"In my opinion, the music are borrowing more and getting
education program here is one of more aid as a result," Cornell said.
the strongest in the nation. We "The biggest thing you'll find is
have a very active quality faculty that the dollars have gone up
who aie publishing research and because there are more people
performing, and we arc just taking advantage of different proproud ofwhai the) da Given that grams."
stature, i think Elaine* willing( orntil said the main source of
ness u i serve and her professional university costs include Internet
activities suggest that she is connections, buildings and
superb for the Job," Kennell said salaries for faculty and staff.
"Universities are known for
having the best and the brightest
thai there are and those people
cost money." Cornell said

$6.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

Textbooks also cost money,
which is another factor in the
increase of financial aid among
college students, according to
Maureen Ireland.
Ireland, the assistant director
of the University Bookstore, said
most students spend an average
of S300-S500 on textbooks each
semester, depending on the subject or the student's major.
I li iu ever, she said she has a hard
time selling the more expensive
books, especially those in the
technical department.
"If it's a new book over the $100
price range, 1 hardly sell any,"
Ireland said. "1 don't know how
those people take the class. But
it's amazing how many of those
books we sell in the last couple

Any college student

Where: Varsity Lanes - 1033 S.Main St.
Bowling Green OH.
(352-5247)
2 hours of bowling

& shoes, slice of pizza
&pop

Move in with...

msm

vi
from. Indonesia

Bowling Green State Unluersity, Bowling Green, Ohio
For more information, please contact Jeremy Wallach
at (419) 372-8204orjeremyw@bgnet.bgsu.edu

228 S. COLLEGE #B-J: One bdim.unfurnished apts. Close to campus.Offstreet parking. Cat permitted. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric only. High speed internet and air conditioning available.
$370.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. $470.00 for a 9 mo. lease.
234 S. COLLEGE #UP: One bWrm. unfurnished upper apartment with eat-in
kitchen.Close to campus. Hardwood floors. $310.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. leas*
plus utilities.

•2 Swimming Pools.
"All Day, Everyday"
Mon:
Tues:
HOVKS! Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am
(papa)

I eQ£ 2J£ Q^ cash, checks

1 Large, 1 Item"!

41?-?tt-$«P
332 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH

www.newloverentals.com

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

tO Check US OUt (Lot A 9-10:30, 1-4:30)

224 m TR0UP: One bdim. unfurnished upper apt. Close to campus. $365.00
per mo. plus utilities.

newloveinfo" newloverentals.com

WIKTHROP TERRACE
•Ride our Free Resident Shuttle

320 ELM ST. #B-0: One bdrm. spacious apts. completely furnished. FREE
WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. Private parking lot. Close to
campus $375.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. $475.00 for a 9 mo. lease.
340 S. MAIN: One bdrm. unfurnished apt. Resident pays all utilities, laundry
facility on site. $330.00 per mo.

1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green. OH 419 686 8117

•FREE Heat

222 S. COLLEGE #1: One bdim. unfurnished apt. (lose to campus.Off-street
parking. Cat permitted. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Resident pays
electric only. High speed internet and air conditioning available.
$375.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. S47S.00 per mo. for a 9 mo. lease.

I

in Bowling Green

meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere

ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

Rentals

Vineyard
Church

Sunday @ 10:30 am

Sunday, June 6th
101 Olscamp Hall
7:00 pm

Only $6 00
per person
& drink specials

NEWL9VE

The bookstore always sells
used Ixioks before the new versions since they are much more
affordable. But often publishing
companies make new editions of
books when there is new technology involved, including web
based CD's. Ireland said when
new editions are published, students are forced to buy the newer
books and pay the full price,
which adds to their expenses.
"When it's a new technology
you have to go with the new
book," Ireland said. "ITiat's how
some publishers get you to buy
new Ibooks], because oliviousk
the used market is really cutting
into their sales."

demonstrating passion for God &
compassion lor people.

9:00- 11:00 pm.

Price:

weeks of the semester when students realize they need to study
for the final."
Ireland said that despite the
high cost of textbooks, there is
often the advantage of buying
used textbooks at a much cheaper cost. Also, at the end of the
semester, the bookstore buys
many of the books back from stu
dents.
"When 1 went to USF
[University of Southern Florida]
we bought all brand new books,"
Ireland said. "When I bought the
book, I kept it. Now we will pay
Istudentsl 50 percent of the new
price of a book if it's being used in
a course during the next semester, so it's possible to recoup pan
of the cost."

w

WORLD ETHniC

When: Fridays & Saturdays

What:

delay in its opening. Mainly because of the
difficulties associated with removing the
Carnation Caft, and approving the new
store's schematic.
"The problem is, they've got to demolish
the caf6." Maley said. "They've got to redo the
plumbing, they've got to dig up the floor.. .So,
I mean, that's going to take a little time to get
the room back to its raw state, and then to gel
the process of the renovation in. because it is
actually two processes."
Dining Services is also making changes to
their summer options, including the ability to
use all meal card money in the Union.
The idea to eliminate I levfunds for the
summer, I'inan said, was a no-brainer,
liccause they were originally implemented to
send money back into residential dining centers that are closed during the summer sessions.
"Because we don't have any residential
dining facilities open, we thought it would
make the students happy to lie able to use
any leftover money or any money they buy to
go into the union," Finan said.
This decision coincided with an increase
in Flexiunds for students purchasing meal
plans in 2004-05. including a $25 increase in
the limited plan.
Dining Services will also continue to offer
sushi from the Uraku lapanesc Restaurant on
Thursdays in the Union during the summer.
The sushi is normally served on Tuesdays in
the founders Keepers food Court during the
fall and spring semesters.
There will also be barbeques on Tuesdays,
in front of the Union, beginning June 8.

Book, technology costs strain students and University

VARSITY LANES
Who:

foodservice in that building for the residents,
because if you want to just run down and get
some things there should be some options
other than a vending machine," Dave Maley,
Assistant Director of Dining Services said.
While the plan is for the sweetshop to open
in the fall, ideas for the new snack bar are in
their infancy and students are encouraged to
provide their input into the design process.
"If anybody wants to e-mail |Dave Maleyl
some ideas, we're still in the planning stages.
We are going to do this as design on a
dime., it'll be a shoestring budget," Finaii
said.
However, "the sky is the limit in the long
run," Maley said.
The Galley was originally closed after
Dining Services acted on recommendations
from the Colorado-based Ricca Planning
Studio, which analyzed a market research
survey sent to all students and faculty early in
2003.
The Ricca Group also recommended that
Dining Services open a Starbucks retail outlet
in the Union.
The group gave many reasons for that recommendation, including the fact that
Starbucks has a lack of retail outlets in
Northwest Ohio.
"So that's why they decided to go with
Starbucks, is they just felt: now's the time, this
is a great market for it, there is none around
here, you've got a beautiful space, and it's very
easily adapted to the Starbucks format/layout," Maley said of the Ricca Group's recommendation.
The store's layout is the main reason for the

! rnn

. Jo coupon

^ necessary «

mn

•3 Laundromats
•1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
•Plenty of Resident & Visitor
parking.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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BG News Review

BLOWPT AWAY FANS
THE DAY AFTER TOMORROW BEARS HUMAN, ENVIRONMENTAL DRAMA
By Michael Siebenaler
STAFF REVIEWER

Has the "disaster" movie genre
stalled or can director Ronald
Emmerich (Independence Day,
The Patriot. (jodzilla) breath new
life into it?
In the disaster genre, the audience must care about the characters to succeed. Filmmakers wisely choose actors with celebrity
personalities that don't overshadow their characters. Dennis Quaid
(The Rookie, Any Given Sunday)
leads the large cast as Professor
Hall, the main protagonist who
has a theory about Mother
Ktny Hayw Twentieth Century Fm
Nature's impending doom that no
HOLDING ON: Dennis Quaid holds on for his life as an Antarctic one takes seriously. Scla Ward
(The Fugitive] plays Hall's wife
shelf disintegrates.
and Nestor Serrano (The
Negotiator, The Insider) plays his
BOX OFFICE
boss, Gomez. "I'd say you lost your
US movie revenues for May 28-31. All dollar figures in millions.
mind, but you've been this way
the last twenty years," Gomez tells
Rank/Film
Weeks in release Weekend Gross
the tenacious Professor Hall. The
relationships built between Hall
I.Shrek 2
2
92
and his work team, wife and son,
2. The Day After Tomorrow
1
86
Sam, played by lake Gyllenhaal
3. Troy
3
15
(Donnie Darkoj, work, but Sam's
14
4. Raising Helen
1
relationship with his classmate,
5. Sould Plane
7
1
Laura, played by F.mmy Rossum
6. Mean Girls
5
6.3
(Mystic River), resonates the best.
7. Van Helsing
4
6.2
I aura accompanies Sam and
8. Man on Fire
6
2.4
his classmate, Brian, played by TV
veteran Arjay Smith, to New York
Oily for an academic competition.
Source: httpy/movies.yahoocom
Ben Swnger BG News

but suddenly discovers that she's
"preparing for future that no
longer exists." The scene where he
confesses his reason for joining
the competition team provides a
sweet moment while reflecting a
very basic human theme - to love
and care for someone. It's too bad
it takes such life threatening
drama to finally give him the
courage to show his true feelings
for her. Rossum doesn't achieve a
breakthrough
performance
(though she should develop further as Christine in the upcoming
Phantom of the Opera film), while
Gyllenhaal completes another
convincing perfonnance in a limiting role,
It would have been nice to see
more of Ian Holm (The Fifth
Element, The Sweet I lereafter), as
Professor Terry Rapson. He manages a weather division in
Scotland in the core of one of
three huge supernatural storms
brought on by apparent changes
to (he North Adantic current. The
disaster genre has made frequent
offerings in recent years, but the
most successful results come
from filmmaking techniques that
communicate effectively to the
audience without shocking them
into submission. Once you get
past the global warming explanations, each action sequence

Involves familiar situations and
environments punctuated with
amazing special effects. You
can really put yourself in -3
the action as the three
storm systems threaten
the entire Northern
I lemisphere.
Once die weather
really hits the fan. Hall '
goes looking for Sam
which yields another j
satisfying theme of
basic humanity - a
father finding his lost son
You might have issues
with die time frame of
the storm systems and the
actual probability of the
events that occur, but
remember one thing - it's a
movie. Filmmakers want you
to forget about logistics and get
caught up in the special effects
while adding some good laughs to
ease the audience. The dialogue
doesn't get too heavy handed until
the ending speech as filmmakers
leave you with a powerful visual
and an implied, stark message "take care of the planet!"
It's hard to imagine how someone would feel when their very
existence is shaken to the core,
The amazing visuals slay with
you, especially the Statue of
liberty encountering rising water

that almost reach its
,^ torch. The
lop
notch
' special effects
and sound enhance
- the overall experi- ence, but filmmak'n* ers find partial success in multiple
character storylines.
movie doesn't
the disaster movie
genre, but doesn't advance
it much either. This two
hour and four minute
movie comes recommended with reservations "1.7) and
is rated PG-13 for
violent weather
conditions,
immense casualties
and
scenes of great
peril.

V.
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New trustees bring variety of experiences to University
TRUSTEES. FROM PAGE 1
Columbus from 1991-2003, and
is currently on their endowment
board. In 1999, lmhoff was recognized in Columbus as one of the
Business First "40 Under 40."
As chief financial officer of
Longaberger Co., lmhoff has
helped establish the company
budget and financial plans. She
has also been in charge of the
treasury, finance and real estate
management.
"I do think those leadership

experiences will help me add
value to the board, which in turn
will help the University in achieving it's goals," lmhoff said.
Stcinke served as a hall director during her undergraduate
career at Monmouth College. She
was the director of Residence Life
at Mufflon College while earning
her master's degree in college student personnel. Last fall, Stcinke
became a doctoral student at the
University, and an adviser for the
University Program for Academic
Success.

According to Steinke, her doctoral work has taught her the ins
and outs of die University.
"My courscwork for my doctoral program exposed me to the
other components of the
University," Sieinke said. "We
looked at financial issues, governance, organizational issues,
legal issues, all those different
things that are a part of this
University."
Steinke has had plenty of expe-

rience in student affairs in her
collegiate career. She said being a
UPAS adviser was an important
experience.
"That gave me a completely
different set of experiences

because I had the opportunity to
work with students looking solely
at their academics and success
here at die University," Steinke
said.
Both appointees will use their
skills to fill die shoes of tnistees

GREENBRIAR, INC
419-352-0717
great selection of:

TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS/HOUSES
228 S. COLLEGE #K-0: Two bdrm. unfum.or furnished apts. Close to
campus. Off-street parking. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Tenant pays

1,2,3,0110! 4 Bedroom
Apartments & Houses
Available for Fall 2004

electric only. High speed internet & air conditioning available.
$490.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
230 S. COLLEGE: Two bdrm. house with nice sized yard. Eat in kitchen.

GRADUATE STUDENT APARTMENTS
(I bedroom & effklences)

Washer/ dryer hookup. Close to campus. $850.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease
+ utilities.

whose terms expired. lmhoff will
replace Valerie Newell, and
Steinke will take over for Angie
Williams Chelimani.
lmhoff and Steinke plan to do
anything they can to improve the
University. According to Sieinke,
dlis will come after some practice
on the board.
"I have a lot 10 learn still,"
Steinke said. "I need to soak up
everything and learn about what
it takes lo be a board member.

Then, once I get a better footing, 1
can start thinking about what die
students here need."
lmhoff echoed Steinke's statement about wanting to improve
the University,
"I know how important higher
education is to Ohio, and I'm
looking forward to using my
background and skills to contribute to the University that gave
my husband and I so much,"
ImholTsaid.

VILLAGE GREEK
APARTMENTS

We're filling up fast!
H - Two Bedroom
Apartments for August
2 Blocks from Campus!
480 Lehman
354-3533
villagegreenC"'dacor.net

• K Ijuimlry ,\n-u%
• On-tlu- M—J—d & .MaMi-uann:
• I'c-I It I'u.ii. urea* »llh (,rilk
• llii;li s|t. .,1 Int. , II, l

• .'I I
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Visit us at villagegreen-bg.com

445 E. WpOSter He" ling (inm.OII 43402

234 S. COLLEGE: Two bdim. unfurn.house with eat in kitchen & double living

w \v >v. j> ree n b r i a r ren t a I s. CO m

room. Close to campus. Hardwood floors. $625.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease
+ utilities.

It's Time to Join
the Newlove Family

507 E. MERRY #5: large two bdrm. furnished apt.across from campus. New
furniture! New windowsl Extra storage space. FREE WATER & SEWER, laundry

THREE BEDROOM
DUPLEXES/HOUSES

facility on site & private parking lot. $525.00 for a group of 2-3 people for a
12 mo. lease. $625.00 for a 9 mo. lease. $575.00 for a group of 4 for a 12
mo. lease, $675.00 for a 9 mo. lease.
520 E. REED ST. #2 & #8: large two bdrm. furnished apts. across from
campus. New furniture! Extra storage space. Paddle fans in dining area. FREE
WATER ft SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat, laundry facilities on site & private

The Obsidian, is looking for creative,
dedicated, and diverse staff members
such as YOU!

parking lot. New windows! $$75.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. $625.00 for
a 9 mo. lease.
824 SIXTH ST.: Two bdrm.unfum.apts. FREE WATER ft SEWER. Laundry
facilities on premises. New windows! Private parking lot. $485.00 per mo. for a
12 mo. lease. $585.00 for a 9 mo. lease. Tenant pays electric ft gas. #1,
f4,«6, ft *8 Rented.
843 SIXTH ST. #2,3,6: Two bdrm. unfurn. apts. w/ two full baths. High

The Obsidian is the University's multicultural publication dedicated to
representing and reporting on the
diverse multicultural community at
BGSU, inclusive of all ethnic cultural,
gender and lifestyle populations.

318 "2 N. MAIN ST.: Three bdrm. unlurn. upper apt Spacious rooms.
FREE WATER ft SEWER. Resident pays electric only. ZONED FOR NO MORE
THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. NON-SMOKING. NO PARKING.
$625.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. Avail. Now!

Pertinent issues face students with
multicultural backgrounds in ways that
many may not know of, this publication
serves to inform as well as entertain
students from all backgrounds.

638 S. MAIN ST. #N0: Three bdrm. unfurnished duple* Very quiet
neighborhood. Washer/dryer hookup. Basement. Off street parking. Front & back
porches. Resident pays all utilities. ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3)
UNRELATED PEOPLE. $710.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. Avail. 7/31/04.

efficiency gas heat & hot water. Unfurnished. Central air conditioning.
Dishwashers.Washer/dryer in building. Private parking. Resident pays utilities.
$400.00 per mo.for a 12 mo. lease. $500.00 per mo. for a 9 mo. lease.
133 TR0UP: Two bdrm. lower duplex. Completely renovated! Washer/dryer
hookup, nice yard, one car garage, 1/2 block from campus. $675.00 per mo. for
a 12 mo. lease + utilities. Non-smoking living establishment.
133 w TROUP: Two bdrm. upper duplex currently being completely
renovated. Washer/dryer hookup, two extra rooms that would make a nke
playroom and/or office area, 1/2 block from campus. $695.00 per mo.for
a 12 mo. lease phis utilities. Non-smoking living establishment.

NEWIWE
Rentals

HMfflttt

332 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH
www.newloverentals.com
newloveinfo" newloverentals.com

118 S. ENTERPRISE #B: Two ot three bdrm. duplex. Eat in kitchen, dining
room, two baths & washer/dryer hookup. Close to campus & downtown. Cat
permitted. Off street parking. $675.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease + utilities.
Avail. 6/30/04.

If you know you have something to offer,
or perhaps think you can enrich this
publication forward all questions and/or
concerns to the Editor-in-Chief: Allia J.
Miller: alliam@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to the
advisor Robert Bortel:
rbortel@bgnet.bgsu.edu

343 S. MAIN ST.: large three bdrm. duplex. 1'' baths. It has a double living
room, dining room, eat in kitchen & utility room w/ wasiiei/dryer hookup. Ail
appliances stay. One car garage. Front porch. Close to everything. Resident pays all
Utilities.ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE.
$790.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. Avail. 5/31/04.

123 E. MERRY ST.: Three bdrm. unlurn. house Nice size yard Quiet residential
area. Resident pays utilities ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3)
UNRELATED PEOPLE. $745.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. Avail. 7/31/04.
127 E. MERRY ST.: Three bdrm. unfurn. house. Nice sized yard, large rooms.
Resident pays utilities. Off street parking. Residential area. ZONED FOR NO MORE
THAN THREE (31 UNRELATED PEOPLE. $745.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
Avail. 7/31/04.

NEWIPVE
Kin I a Is
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332 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH
www.newloverentals.com
newloveinfoanfwloverentals.com
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QUOTEI xuroii:
"I would give myself a C in every movie I've
ever been in."
Oscar-winner TOM HANKS, on how he'd rale his performances.
(Rnitm)

OPMON

A home for politics in Tinseltown
In any other year, the movies
"The Day after Tomorrow" and
'T-arenheit 9/11" mighl not
cause so much controversy.
However, this is an election year.
It seems that political messages are coming out of
Hollywood through some films,
notably two.
"The Day After Tomorrow"
deals with the issue of global
warming. In the movie, much of
the northern United States is
devastated by an ice-age disaster.

"Farenhcit 9/11," directed by
Michael Moore, is about
President Bush's alleged attempt
to steal the 2000 election. It also
deals with the Bush family's former ties with the Bin I .ulri i family.
Thus, the question is raised —
is the big screen the appropriate
forum for politics?
Often times people spend
good money to escape reality for
90 minutes or so. They don't
always want to watch a movie

with social commentaries, as this
gives the audience more issues
about which they can worry.
Granted, people know going
in that "Farenheit 9/11" is a
political movie. However, the
messages in "The Day After
Tomorrow" are more subtle.
The San Francisco Chronicle
points out that the storm in "The
Day After Tomorrow" occurs in
most of the northern states,
"thus guaranteeing the GOP an
electoral lock after the next cen-

Still cutting carbs? Cut that out
MATT
SUSSMAN
Opinion Editor
Allow me to be Ian Brady for a
minute — I need to vent about
the latest fad:
"Atkins Atkins Atkins!"
There, I feel a little better.
You might be wondering why
I've grown weary of the Atkins
diet craze. You might write me
off as a cynical, troubled college
student who is just trying to ruin
everyone else's fun.
Well, I am. But in this instance,
I'm right.
like bugs to a light, Americans
have flocked to the Atkins Diet in
the past few months. Americans
have achieved the speedy slimming effects that the diet boasts.
Funny thing, though. We all
know what happens to those
bugs when they get too close to
the light. What do you think
might happen to those crazy
dieters?
Of course they won't all die...
or will they? (Cue the scary but
intriguing musical ditty.)
My quest to understand the
Atkins Diet began when I haphazardly keyed "atkins.com" into
my imperfect computer. Sure
enough, that was the official
website.
1 was impressed with the layouts and colors of the site. 1 also
learned that Atkins is not a diet,
but rather a "nutritional
approach." How rude and politically incorrect of me.
Overall, the propaganda littered on the site was very wellwritten and could have easily
convinced me to try the Atkins
Nutritional Approach.
The problem is that the site
didn't account for stubborn
mofos like me, so I didn't take.
My quest continued to another website, affectionately named
"atkinsdietsucks.com."
"Finally," 1 thought. "A site for
me."
Turns out it isn't an anti-Atkins
website. It's just an attempt to
"explore the world's love/hate
relationship with the Atkins
diet," the site says. The webmaster is on the diet — er, nutritional
approach — and he says he has
a sense of humor about the
nutritional approach's less glamorous points.
He says his website is funny,
but to put it a nice way, atkinsdietsucks.com is the opposite of
funny. I moved on in my quest
I took a break by going to an
anagram webpage, and I typed
in "Atkins." What I learned is that
"Atkins" is actually an anagram
for "I stank."
OK, the cheap humor is out of

the way. Moving on.
I Googled "net carbs," only to
get a pop-up ad for lake's Carb
Manager, which was some kind
of diet pill. Because the blatant
advertising was so effective, I
ended up buying several cases of
the stuff, primarily because the
girl on the ad was so cute and
trim that I figured if I chugged
the pills, she might go out with
me.
Gosh, this quest is harder than
I thought. I know I'm right that
this "nutritional approach" isn't
perfect, yet I don't want all these
impressionable Americans to be
destroyed by the bug zapper.
I would consider this Atkins
craze to be a fad, so some people
might think that even if nothing
is done, the craze will die down.
Um, they said that about reality television. Yet two "|oe
Millionaire" seasons later, we're
still suffering through it.

7 learned that
Atkins is not a
diet, but rather a
'nutritional
approach.' How
rude and politically incorrect of me."
How can 1 get it through their
gullible heads that the Atkins
Nutritional Approach is severely
flawed?
I have four possible solutions:
1.1 could tell them that
restricting one's diet is not a
healthy choice. The Atkins
Nutritional Approach is geared
towards substituting carbohydrate and sugar intake with other
nutrients, such as fiber, protein
and fats. This means that delicious bread, pasta, potato and
fruit products are out of the
question, if not limited.
This means no more chocolate bagels from l^anera. No
more fettuccine aifredo from
Carraba's. No more curly fries
from Arby's. Good lord, no more
strawberry milk!
2.1 could tell them that Dr.
Robert Atkins, the author of "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be pul lished online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification

What is your biggest
pet peeve about BG in
the summer?

GREG KOHLRIESER
JUNIOR, JOURNALISM

"They don't have the
pasta line at the
Union."

KATE FREEDMAN
JUNIOR, IPC

"All the construction."

NICOLE DAVIS
SENIOR, IPC

"The different
temperatures inside
the classrooms.''

Sliareyour love or hate with
the Atkins Nutritional Approach
at msussma@bgnet.bipu.edu.

"My roommate refuses to drive me to class
because it's too nice
out."

purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.
E-mail submissions as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com with
the subject line marked "Letter to the
Editor" or "Guest Column." Only emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily reflect the views of The BG News.

much of an affect on the "swing"
voters in the upcoming election.
"Those swing voters will be hit
by so many messages. The number of them who go to a Michael
Moore movie in Ohio is going to
be small," the CMPA said.
There is a place in entertainment for politics, because we are
free to see any movie we desire.
However, since it is entertainment, we believe the messages
will not have a major impact on
the upcoming election.

them.
While we feel "The Day After
Tomorrow" is less of a political
movie and more of a regular
summer blockbuster, "Farenheit
9/11" is an obvious attempt to
stir political thought.
FOX News reports that
Michael Moore admitted that
getting his movie out before the
election was a priority. However,
the Center for Media and Public
Affairs has expressed their opinion that these movies won't have

Bust your stress by
PEOPLE watching cartoons
0NTHE STREET

RICKLOMBARDO
JUNIOR, SPORTS MGMT.

Submission Policy
Letters to the Editor should be no
longer than 400 words, and guest
columns should be between 600 and
800 words. These can be in response
to a campus, local or national issue.

and mastermind behind the
Atkins Nutritional Approach,
died with a weight of 258
pounds, according to a document retrieved by The Smoking
Gun. Granted, the medical
report would be distorted if I
simply state that fact and fail to
mention a bunch of other
sophisticated medical stuff, but
where's the fun in that?
3,1 could go the more mature
route and state that organizations such as the American Heart
Association and the American
Cancer Society have released
their takes on low-carb diets
(such as Atkins) as being "highrisk.'' In short, they recommend
that overall balanced diet — you
know, the one with that spiffy
food pyramid you had to memorize in seventh grade health
class, where carbohydrates are at
the bottom.
1MB may be the most salient
argument against the Atkins
Nutritional Approach, but the
next one may be quite possibly
the most fun one.
4.1 could follow in the footsteps of loseph McCarthy, the
former Wisconsin senator who,
in the early 1950s, accused several people in the government of
being communists. All I have to
do is claim that the Atkins
Nutritional Approach is a
byproduct of several communist
leaders.
"If you are taking the Atkins
Nutritional Approach, you are
supporting communism," I
could say. "Maybe even terrorism!"
It wouldn't be true, but if they
fell into a craze, they can rise
back out of it through the same
type of scare tactics.
At this point, 1 believe 1 have
said everything 1 wanted to say
about the Atkins Nutritional
Approach. My quest ends here.
Now 1 want to take this time
and share my hopes that the girl
who appeared in the "Jake's Carb
Manager" pop-up ad is reading
this and is willing to go out with
me.

sus.
The Chronicle also noted
something for the liberals
appears in the film. When the
president in the movie is faced
with the disaster, he turns to his
vice-president and asks, "What
should we do?"
Film critics and political
activists may pick up on such
underlying messages, but we
doubt the average audience
member would be crying "foul"
over these parts, let alone notice
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and among them, "Try watching hilarious cartoons or children playing or doing silly
things. Do things that bring you
Opinion Columnist joy and let smiles rum to laughing out loud."
Cartoons are the essence of
Growing up, I was the type of
laughter. They make us forget
person who would get up up at
life's stressful situations and
7:30 every Saturday morning to
pressures.
catch the morning cartoons.
1 think cartoons are the most
As a kid. you took watching
therapeutic medicine after a
cartoons as a form of entertainlong stressful day of classes,
ment and your parents may
meetings or work. You can
have used them as a temporary
imagine how helpful our
baby-sitter. But today tliey may
favorite cartoon characters can
be just what you need.
be, such as Nickelodeon's
As college students I am sure
that you are all aware of the
SpongeBob SquarePants or, my
stress that comes along with
favorite, Warner Brother's Bugs
college: the tons of homework,
Bunny from the Looney Tunes
papers, reading assignments,
gangstudy sessions that last into the
What better way to safely
relieve stress then by kicking
early hours of the morning and
back with some friends and
exams that are required of you
watching some good old carin the each of the classes you
toons?
have.
I recommend a great cartoon
Some students are even
to watch, the "Fairly Odd
working part-time jobs while
Parents" on The Cartoon
trying to maintain their grades.
Network. This show is about a
Well, one thing that you may
boy named Timmy Turner who
need to do, instead of turning
is granted his every wish by his
on the television to watch MTV
smart fairy godis to instead
watch the
"American college mother and his
not so intelligent
Disney
students are losing fairy godfather.
Channel,
Nickelodeon,
touch with their Timmy is an
Cartoon
everyday boy
inner child.
Network or
who gets
rent a Disney
through life by
Cartoons are a
movie from
wishing on
part
of
our
lives
your local
things that get in
video store.
whether we want his way. Once he
I asked a
himself
them to be or not." wished
few of my
invisible so that
he would not get
friends what
beaten up by the school bully.
they do to relieve stress and
I know if you look back and
some of the responses were, "I
think of the many times that
go workout," "I play video
you wished you were invisible
games" and "I shop. I think that
you would realize how easy this
shopping is the best way."
kid has it. The light but slightlyThen, I asked them what they
mature humor of this show
think about cartoons as a subwould get you into a relaxed
stitute, they responded, "I never
mood and could possibly
really thought of that...," "Are
relieve your stress completely.
you serious? I don't do those
Another thing you can do is
anymore," and "No, I just love
my shopping."
to go rent a Disney classic like
"Lady and the Tramp" or "Alice
Well, oneoutofthreeis OK.
In Wonderland." They would be
1 think that American college
students are losing touch with
good because you haven't seen
their inner child. Cartoons are a
them in a while or possibly at
pan of our lives whether we
all, and they have a good storywant them to be or not — from
line to follow. Disney classics do
the cartoon advertisements that
the same work as a televison
sells us cable to the use of carcartoon. The wacky humor of
cartoons give us a little joy and
toons to occupy our younger
siblings. Occasionally, college
laughter to release the stresses
of life.
students tune in when tiiere is
The next time you have a bad
not much to do in the dorms.
day, remember that even
The website www.essortment.com is a place where you
though you think the cartoons
can try to have one of your
on television are for little kids
questions answered. I took my
they can also be prescribed as
question to the site, "Are caryour medicine for stress.
toons a good form of stress
relievers?" Here is what I came
Feel free to e-mail Alicia with
up with.
your comments and thoughts at
David Geer, the writer of the
aktaylo@bgnetbgsu.edu.
results article, stated things that
you should try to relieve stress

ALICIA
TAYLOR
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Q: What did Snow White say when she dropped
off her film at the store?
A: "Someday my prints will come."
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Trucker hats are officially out of style
SHAUN
HAYES
Opinion Columnist
Scan the campus on any given
day, especially one of the few
days when it's not raining
around here, and you are bound
to see one of them — the trucker
hat.
That's right. You know what
I'm talking about. Maybe you
even have a trucker hat perched
on your head right now as you
are reading this column.
For those of you who don't
know what a trucker hat is, it's
one of those new-wave retrotrendy hats with the foam fronts
and the mesh backs that are
being sported by the oh-sotrendy here on campus as we
speak.
I low far has this gone? Right
now, for a mere $10.95 (plus
shipping and handling) you can
have your very own BushCheney 2004 Election Campaign
trucker hat. lust be careful when

you bum it though. The fumes
might make you sick
Well, friends and neighbors, I
have bad news for you. It's over.
That's right, the trucker hat revolution has ended. It's official.
Even the Fashion and Style section of the New York Times says
so.
"But wait," you say, "I just
bought one! And didn't the
trucker hat rage just begin? I just
saw Justin Timberlake wearing
one a week ago! And that Punka
guy, too!"
Well, I'm sorry. ApparenUy this
trend has been going on awhile
now, and here in the backwaters
of Northwest Ohio, we just didn't
know about it. According to the
aforementioned New York
limes, die trucker hat phenomenon began a long time ago.
Of course we all know that
trucker hats have been worn by,
well, truckers for years and years.
Farmers too. Together, these two
groups of people, the backbone
of America, used the trucker hat
as a cheap sunshade and to
advertise the farm equipment

and tobaccos that made their
that dog don't hunt."
lives worth living.
And everywhere Crazy Cooter
According to the Times, young went, well, he had that damn
people in Brooklyn, New York
trucker hat on, didn't he? This, I
and 11 is Angeles began wearing
believe was the beginning.
them as a sarcastic response to
Millions of kids my age saw
the high-priced logo-festooned
Crazy Cooter wearing a trucker
hats everyone
hat and the
"Truckers and
else was weartrucker hat
ing
farmers have used resurgence was
What a mess
in stone.
the trucker hat as a setFor
they've made.
those of
What a moncheap sunshade you who are
ster they've cresciand to advertise political
ated.
ence majors, it
the farm equipBut 1 think
should also be
the New York
noted that Mr.
ment
that
made
Times is lying.
Jones served as
their lives worth a Congressman
In fact. I know
when and
from Georgia
living."
where the
in the late '80s
trucker hat revolution really
and early '90s.
began; it all started with a man
Now every hipster-in-waiting
named Ben Jones. For those of
is sporting foam and mesh like it
you familiar with the TV show
was meant to be. I can always
"Dukes of Hazzard," Jones
spot the truly trendy people,
played Crazy Cooter, the Duke
because they've got tnicker hats
brothers' mechanically gifted ally on and they're wearing them
who would spout lines like "This sideways.
is Crazy Cooter, I may be crazy,
While I'm sure the trucker hat
but I ain't dumb," and "Rosco,
resurgence has been quite a

Ixxin for the foam and mesh
industries in China and
Indonesia, where all of the hats
are made before being sold at
The (lap for $35,1 won't lie sad to
see this trend suffer the lieinous
death that tie-dye has been eluding for thirty years.
I feel that the tradition of the
masses taking fashion cues from
celebrities should be ended. If
we don't get out now, who knows
what we might get stuck with for
a few years.
Remember when people wore
bib overalls with one of the
straps undone? Or how about
flannel shins? Flannel shirts —
the honor!
If we don't stop now, before we
know it, everyone around here is
going to lx¥ wearing something
very silly, and somewhere a marketing executive or movie star
with a sick sense of humor is
going to be laughing at our
ridiculousness.
Please. Stop now.
Please.
But anyway, no matter what
people wear in the future, the

tnicker hat trend is in the books.
As one snippy boutique worker
in Manhattan sneers in the
Times story, "When tourists from
Virginia are buying them at flea
markets on Broadway, it's not
really our thing anymore."
Ouch.
But don't despair. The mesh
from your now out-of-fashion
tnicker hat can be used as a fishing net for minnows, and you
could use the foam to fill a life
preserver of something. Now
you're ready for fishing! Or you
could scrawl something like
"Kiss die Cook" on yours, set up
some barbequing, and let nature
take its course.
Or maybe you could send
them to West Virginia, where the
trucker hat is Immortal, and the
only other place than Bowling
Green that hasn't heard this
flash-in-the-pan trend has bitten
the long, dusty road.
Shaun may knou • mow about
trucker lulls than we think. For
mow insiglit. e-mail him at
salunvsi'liffwi.iigsu.edu.

3* ADULT MART WEST $
Resolving the Israel-Palestine
DVD • VIDEOS * TOYS
conflict requires a national hero
AJ.
MAGNUSON
U-W1RF. Columnist
The Stanford Daily
Stanford University
The possibilities of the future
are titillating. Think about it.
What will be the iPod of die
201 Os? Who will be the next
action star voted governor? Even
now, I can't wait for a new
Microsoft innovation on web
technology, Detroit's next spin on
hybrid automobiles or a geneticengineering lab's introduction of
a breed of talking pets (I want to
know what catnip is really like).
I am especially anxious to see
how the Israeli-Palestinian
drama ends. I mean, it has to
end sometime, right? Imagine
the day when they can look back
on it all and chuckle:
"Remember when we hated
each other? Haha. That was so
stupid."
We can drive through Gaza
City and tell our grandchildren:
"The brochure says that 15
people were killed by Israeli
Defense Force machine-gun fire
on that plot of land over there.
Now it's a Burger King"
1 anticipate a day when the
only dilemma running through
die minds of Israelestinians is
die trade-off between low-cholesterol and die Atkins Diet.
How is it going to be? Will
there be one state or two? If there
are two states, what will they be
like? Will they fence off Ariel
Sharon, I lamas, trigger-happy
IDF troops, militant setders and
all the suicide bombers with
barbed wire on barren land
while die rest rejoice in peace
and freedom and bake birthday
cakes and gather for harmonious
multi-ethnic child choirs on
tulip-covered hillsides? Maybe.
You never really know. But I
don't think we should be banking
on the so-called leadership of
cither side to speed the process
along. Public opinion polls show
that Sharon and Arafat are each
about as divisive as our own failing president. Should we wait for
heroes to float up the political
padiways and bail us out? Or
should we start focusing more
on die people themselves?
In my opinion, Palestinians
need a real hero — a positive
influence who will earn a holiday
in his name the way the Rev.
Martin Luther King, Jr. or Jesus
Christ did. Ihis 21 st century hero

needs to captivate the world and
his countrymen and articulate
non-violent principles. In doing
so, he will challenge Israel on the
only front refereed by the
American public — the morality
front. Right now, Palestinians are
losing Uiat bartie at the hands of
the occasional self-destructing
few.
Maybe Ahmad Mughayer, a
13-year-old from Gaza, would
have grown to become the hero
the world lias been waiting for.
He and his sister Asma, 16, were
killed by single shots to the head
last week on the roof of their
home. Ahmad was feeding
pigeons and Asma was taking
down laundry at the time. It was
one of the biggest Israeli raids on
Gaza in years — intended to
thwart the smuggling of rocketpropelled grenades and other
weapons through tunnels under
Egypt.
Avi Pazner, a spokesman for
the Israeli government of Ariel
Sharon, responded to accusations of war crimes:
"This is a fight against terrorism, and as far as we are concerned it is a clean fight. We are
extremely careful not to hurt or
damage in any way the civilian
population."
Come on. I was bom at night,
but not last night, Avi. "Extremely
careful" means something along
the lines of accidental civilian
deaths rarely ever occurring, if at
all. When two Palestinian
teenagers are lying in the
morgue with holes in their skulls
and no other wounds, you'll be
hard-pressed to convince me
that it was even an accident
That's like George Bush stating
publicly diat Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld is
doing a "superb" job.
It's laughable at best.
Worrisome at medium-best.
Apocalyptic at worst.
But it's too bad for everyone
that when Israel mows down
Palestinian civilians in an atrocious fashion, grassroots saviors
don't sprout up like suicide
bombers da
According to a July 2003 World
Economic Forum poll, about half
of Israelis think the USA has the
most influential role in bringing
peace to the region. A survey by
The Rtk'stiniati Center for ft)licy
and Survey Research in
Ramallah says that 97 percent of
Palestinians feel that die USA is
biased toward Israel in the conflict.
As the most powerful nation

"Americans are
accustomed to the
Hollywood version
of conflicts — a
good guy on one
side and a bad guy
on the other."
on Earth, we want to solve the
violence, but we don't know how.
The news shows both Palestinian
civilians killed by Israel's supermilitary and Israeli buses blown
to bits by Palestinian suicide
bombers. Americans are accustomed to the Hollywood version
of conflicts — a good guy on one
side and a bad guy on the other.
We get confused when there are
bad guys on each side and no
identifiable good guys.
The felestinians need a
charismatic leader to do something extraordinary—something worth rewarding. If he
starts rallying his people and
exploiting America's weakness
for non-violence, underdogs and
optimism, then, just maybe, he
will drag Israel into a battle
where the range of weapons are
reduced to words and imagesrather than words, images, tanks,
grenade launchers, explosives,
machine guns, helicopters ...
That's what I'm looking forward to.

BACHELORETTE • BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
k. A A
CANDLES • SOAPS • GIFT BASKETS
WED
LOTIONS • MASSAGE OILS
LADIES DAY
SELECTIONS
20% OFF
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES

^Lingerie (Boutique*
www.myadultwarehouse.com
18 &
OLDER

10 MINUTES EAST OF

BOWLING GREEN
20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO
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STOP
by our office a
pick up the

New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEVVLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
3191 Woosler Strut. Hemline Grren. oil
I m.iii.I Verms Knim liicn Bell,

RENTAL OFFICE I4WI 3M-22M

Hmirv Monda\ lo Fridm 8:30- to 5:.M)
Sallll il.i> -1:30 In ; nil
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A college degree is my
goal, but I don't want
to go into debt.
Make your dreams of a hi
education a reality with U.

COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:

The UPS

Thurs, 6/3rd from 12pm-5pm • Career Services

EARNANO

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
• S8.50-S9.50/hr, with increases of 50C after 90 days
& 50C at one year
• Paid Vacations
• Weekends & Holidays Off

• Excellent Benefits
(Medical/Dental/Vision/Life & 401K)

Displeased?

• On-site classes

Perturbed?

For additional information, please contact:
Steve Eich (det1sje@ups.com)
or Jami Rosier (jamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu)

Nonplused?

CORNER RT 6 & 23
419-288-2131

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE!

• Weekly Paycheck

Peeved?

rfl

1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537

Why not write a letter to the editor?

www.upsjobs.com
thenews@bgnews.com
Equal Opportunity Employer
"Program guidelines apply

LEARN
Program
Get up to $23,000* in
College Education Assistance
with the
UPS Earn and Learn' Program.

CALL UPS TODAY!
419-891-6820

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Capitalize on this visit ol students and
parents by introducing them to your
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Services Offered

For Rent

Fitness Instructor Needed
Certification & experience preferred
but not necessary Call 352-9883

1 BDRM APT close to BGSU &
Downtown. Util incl in rent. $435/mo
lease, NO PETS Non-smoker. Ideal
lor grad student To leave message
ph 419-352-2104 or 419-352-1465

SUMMER WORK
$11.15 Base-Appt.
-Flexible schedules Ideal (or
>Customer Sales/Service
>All majors / all ages 18+
-Conditions Apply
-Advancement Opportunities
>Fun environment
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!!
Call Now!! (419)861-6134 or apply
on-line @:
www.worklor.1udentg.com

Fidel's Cigars
Get your favorite cigars
Open all summer
Behind Dairy Mart on Wooster St.

For Sale

419-353-6001

$10!'TV'S FROM $10'!
Digital cameras, computers & more
For info 800-749-8107 ext. P 960

Summer Unlimited
S30 a month
S45 for 2 months unlimited
Campus Tanning - 419-352-7889

Cars/Trucks From $500! POLICE
IMPOUNDS. Hondas. Chevy's, etc
For listings 800-749-8104 ext. 4558

EGG DONORS WANTED! Fee for
donation Women must be 18-30.
Call for application. Steve Litz. Attorney (317) 996-2000 Lic# 10328-49.
Learn a skill lor life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandorsonstables.com

For Rent
" Lg. & sm. houses avail. Also, apts
S effic. All next to campus, plus
rooms as low as $230 mo. Incl. all
util. Individual leases. 419-353-0325
9am to 9pm.
"Efficiencies & studios avail, for
lease by the week, mo., sem. & year
All util includ. Fully furn, cable TV.
Please call 352-1520 for more info.

Wanted
Reasonable, mature, responsible
man or woman to share Ig 4 bdrm.
home $500 mo 419-686-0045.

2004-2005 Apartments
Lease for 12 mo's., pay for 11

419-353-8206
3 bdrm.. Crim St.. 1 1/2 blks from
campus. Lg. Ivg. rm., Lg. kitchen,
util. rm. w/d $825 plus util. Avail.
Mid-Aug. 419-352-7090.
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ACROSS

Duplex apt. in Perrysburg Twp. Contemplative setting on nature retreat.
Great spot for graduate students. No
municipal taxes. Non-smoking, no
pets. 419-344-8018.
Professor will share furn. house w/
other prof or grad student 5 bdrm..
2 wb fireplaces, wooded lot faces
golf course. $255 mo. incl. all util.
352-5523 after 7pm. leave message

SINCE 1972

From Only
$465!

3
1 G.CSV LANE

[419)352-1150

,

Subleaser needed. $600 month
2 bedrooms. 2 blocks from BGSU
419-353-1630
9

Tired ot your small living space
Check out Charing Cross Apt's
and see the difference. 352-0590

JUNE

4TH

N

t

= VARSITY
= SQUARE
419-353-7715

t= |

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
&

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Short block S. of Wooster

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Worship Times
9:15- TradiUimal

- JUNE 10TH]

Service

10:30-Sunday School
11:30- Contemporary
Service
Hit North Summit Sirvct
Bowling Cirrcn. Ohm 4.<402-2M7
Phnnc4iy-lVV903l
Pix 419-353 5191
I -rvniil tntuls « m-nctitry:

1:30,2:00,4:35,
5:00,7:35,8:00,

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

ALL LOCATIONS

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.

• "Tenant Friendly" Management
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'HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

I.10 I Washington St Bowling (irvtn

419-354-6036
Low security deposits!
The HighlandsOne bedroom. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C,
Quiet! Starting at S375
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly
remodeled. All appliances.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C, Gas heat.
Starting at $510
Additional Site to Choose
from: Summit Hill
Well lake care ol you. Best price,
well maintained, privacy and
deadboll security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
. www.bghighlandmgmt.com
\^ hiBlil.tiulfffwciu'i.otg
y

* BRAND NEW *
RAISING
HELEN

The Homestead

1:10,4:25,7:25,

DAY AFTER
TOMORROW
(PG-131

One bdrm, vaulted ceiling,
skylight, ceramic tile, hign
efficiency heat, central air,
dishwasher, exhaust microwave, located downtown w/
extra storage lockers and
laundry on-site.
S575 + utilities.

1:00,4:15,
7:20,10:00

Summer Hours begin June

-.li. T.ii.lhi.rTT'i in
Next Week. Chronicles of Riddick
' !■ "VM

24 hr. emergency maintenance
Cable provided at all locations
Central air & heat
Convenient laundry facilities
Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
Short walk to Library. Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

Three great 2 bdrms
available starting at $695
HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
130 E.Washington Street, BG
419.354.6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Hand
:',.-'!

1234 N. Main St (n't 25), Bowling Gr«
MALL: 419 3S4 4447
M0VIET1MES:4I9 354-0558
www.woodlandtc.com

* BRAND NEW *

Preferred Properties Co.
Make Your Home At:
Piedmont • Haven House • Fox Run
& other locations!
Models Now OpenMMjf
Extra Large Bedrooms!
Call 352-9378 For Details

(419) 352-0164

www.universitycourts-uvillageapartments.com

GREAT
New Rates
available for

torm'HMf fawn AwMfrf

■ Newly Renovated!
• Indoor Heated Pool
• Updated Lighting

Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apt

1082 Fairview

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
BGSU Bus stop

/Cf^CA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe
2bdrms/SPECIAL
Starting at $525/Mo.+elec
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

/Cfl&CA
Management Inc.
Helnzsite Apt,
710 N. Enterprise
1 S 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CAN WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at $415/Mo.

Management Inc.

Fall!
FREE Membership Privilege to
Cherry wood Health Spa

Management Inc.

for Graduate students.

10:20

STOP IN AT 530 S. MAPLE, In B.C.

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
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Prtminii and FriM-laiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowling Green

M0N-FRI: 8-12 & 1-4:30 SAT: 10-2

1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
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MEDIUM TWO
ITEM PIZZA

Mercer at Clough

UNIVERSITY COURTS
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LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???
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APARTMENTS
Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms
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^£§^203 N. Main ™€
DeilVeBV 352-5166
C.
7*. Minimum
55 75
Open Weekdays 4P.M.
Lunch Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
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HARRY POTTER & THE

• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking
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• Laundry facilities
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS
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entrance

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease
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+ SHOWTIMES*

• Patio

FRESH

No longer fashionable
On land
Different persons
Tome and
Principe
Okay, speak!
Greek letter
Muse of lyric poetry
Hairdresser's place
Making knots
Well, _ that special
Blueprint
Mahal
Oklahoma town
Swindle

ANSWERS

S

Smith Apt Rentals
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St
2 BR Apts - $490 » gas/elec
402 E Court - 2 BR Apt
419-352-8917

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

APARTMENTS

Make wider
Lion's share
Goes out with
Naval letters
Most docile
Celebrant's cry
Tex-Mex order
Eyeball impolitely
Painter Salvador
Decorate
Sharif or Epps
Word with jacket or collar
One of the Jacksons
Catches some rays
Bell sound

Room and board for $25 per week
In country home.
Call 419-669-0329

1-2-3 Bedroom Aiirtments

4193532277
163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

47
49
52
53
56
60
63
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

For Rent

On selected floor plans

^7095thStreet\

V

Herring's kin
Sidewalk eatery
"A League ol
Own"
Brazilian soccer great
Numbered musical piece
Vast multitude
Israeli airline
Landlord's due
Central courtyards
Cook's cry
Cheap cigar
Sort of ending?
Notion
Comic Sandier
Matures
Noteworthy act
Devoured
Commuter's ride
Bailiffs cry
Washington bill
Shrewd
University ot Utah team

For Rent

■ Spacious kitchen

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
29
31
33
36
39
40
44
45
46

419-686-4651

SERVING

SEEKING MYSTERY SHOPPERS!
Perfect tor students. Flexible work
from home or school. FT/PT Make
your own hours. (800) 830-8066.

^M^

Available Aug 15th 3 bedrm. apt., 3
bedrm. house. 2 bedrm. house.
Leases required. Close to BGSU.
(419)686-4651

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

•

MfmW

4 bedroom house w/ deck Available
July 1. No pets. $1200 mo. Oil
street parking available Lg. Ivg. rm.
419-654-5716 or 419-352-1268
Apt. lor rent. 2 bdrm. $525 mo. only
pay elec. 1 yr. lease E. Merry, 1
block from campus. 419-346-3597.

H"

Mold, mildew and smut
Park, CO
Bangkok cuisine
Tout's offering
Gool
Infamous Amin
FDR power group
Helping hand
Number on a match?
First appearance
Harden
Staff members: abbr.
List of choices
Corporate abbr.
Comestibles
Sergeant Bilko
Designer Simpson
Crowd fig
Those ones
Snitch
Freeze over

Available Aug. 15.3 bdrm. apt.
Close to BGSU. Lease required

Scuba gear for sale.
Excellent condition, must go
Call 419-547-7579, leave message.

Personals

1, 2 & 3 bdrm apts at 215-221
Manville. Available May & August.
Call 352-5239
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Contact the Advertising Department at (419) 372-2605

Help Wanted
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Circulation: 4,500 Issues during O-Reg

The BG News
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Eyeglasses, lor short
Spartan serf
Memorable mission
Representative
Eye membrane

6 Copied
■

Bowling Green State University's Orientation and
Registration for Incoming First-Year Students

PIZZtY

New Equipment
Sauna

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
wwwm
^fifjfl|)fl,fiQrri
for complete listing
for next year.

www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com
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